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Abstract. It is shown that if a skew Room :¶uare of side n exists then tbeze is a Room square 
of side 2n-1. 
A Rocm square R of side YE, n odd, is an y1 X n array based on a set R 
of size 12 -t 1. Each cell of the array either is empty or contains an un- 
ordered pair chosen from R; all $z (n+l ) such pairs appear exactly once 
in R, and each element of R occurs exactly once in every row and every 
column of R. T.G. Room introduced the squares in [S !I ,. and they have 
subsequently been studied by several authors. 
A Room square R based on (0, 1 , . . . . n) is called starldardized if its 
diagonal consists of the entries (0, l), (0,2), . . . . (0, n) in that order; 
clearly, any square can be standardized by a column permutation and 
a permutation of (I, 2, . . . . 12) . A standardized Room square R is called 
skew if, whenever i # j, R has a non-empty entry in position (i, j) or posi- 
tion (E’, i> but not both. A skew Room square of side y1 exists when ~2 is a 
prime power and for many other values of n - for details see [41. 
In [ $1 we proved that the existence of a skew Room square of side 
n implied that of a Room square of side 2~ + 1. We prove here that it 
also implies a square of side 2n - 1. W’e shall need to use the ideas of 
Latin squares and orthogonality of Latin squares, lhich are defined 
(for example) in [6] . 
We shall define a diagonal in a Latin square I, of side I* to be a set of 
r positions (ir, jr); (izp j2), . . . . (i,, jr> such that there is exactly one po- 
sition in each row and each column of L and such that the r er .ries in 
the r selected positions are 1,2, . . . . and Y once each. We s:ay th:~ t two 
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Latin squares of side Y have a common diagonal when the same set 
{(jr 9 ill, (i2 9 /* 1, l ‘a9 (i,, jr)) specifies a diJgona1 in each of the squares. 
The two Lati:h syua.res are c&ed compatiSfe: if they are orthogonal and 
have a comm(on diagonal. By relabelling the entries and columns of the 
squares we can assure that two compatible Latin squares each have 
lead,ing diagonal ( I., 2, . . . . P). 
SAppose there are three ntutually orthogonal Latin squares of side r; 
call them L, AZ and A? Ther! we can reorder lthe columns of lV so that its 
leading diagonal is (1, 1, ..e9 1); clearly, the11 ( 1 ,l), (2,2), . . . . and (r, r) 
spe,;:ify acommon diagonal of L and M. Frqtrn the results of ?Ianani [ 11, 
the only r Able even values of r for which there is not a pair of com- 
patible L; tin squares of side r are 2,6, 10, l4, l&22,24,26,30,34,38, 
42,46 and 50. In the cases r = 2 and r = 6 compatibility is impossible; 
in elrery other case compatible squares havs; 5een found (see [ 23, [ 31). 
meirlsem. Szlppolse there is a skew Room square of side n and suppose 
there exist a pair of compatible Latin squares of side n- 1. Then there 
is a Room square o.f side 2n- - E.. 
Prec& Let R be a skew Roo~n square of sidt: n; suppose the entries 
{l,I~G 9 c&n) 9 -=*9 (n- I, n) of R lie in positions (iI, jl ), (i2, j2 )> .. . . 
and [i n_ 1, jh_l ) respectively. Write @ for tl ie array resulting when 
these /I-- 1 en tries and the diagonal entries ; re deleted from ?. Write 3 
for !;he transpose of i? with every entry inxeased by n, and A for the 
n X n array obtained by superimposing i?, :$ and the diagonal array 
diag ((1, 1 +n) , (2,2+n) , . . . . {n, 2n) ). 
Now let L and M be a pair of compatible Latin squares of side n- 1. 
Thlre is no loss of generality in assuming tlat L and M both have 
leaccling diagonal (1,2, . .., n- 1) (if necessar y, rows and columns can 
be permuted to place the common diagona; in the leading diagonal 
position, a.nd entry germutations will give ’ he required form). Write 
8 For the (n- I ) X (n- 1) array whose (i, j) cell containb ,I, m + n} where 
2 and m are the (i, j) entries of L and M res!?ectively where i $ j, and 
whlose diagonal cells are empty. 
We now set up a Room square V of side 2n- 1 based on the set of 
symbols D = { f s 2, . . . . 2n) . V is formecl by inserting into 
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the entries 
(QL, la) in pssition (i,, cy + n) !, 
{a +n, 22) in position &, Q +n) ., 
(a, 2n) in position (ar -+ fl, jQ > ,
{ Cl+tZ,d l in position (a + p1, i ) , 
forar = 1,2, . . . . , n- 1. It is easy to verify that D is Room. 
Corollary. If there is a skew Room square ofside n where 71 > 1 there LY 
a Room square of side 2n- 1. 
Proof. Because of the theorem, it is sufficient to show that a Room 
square of side 212- 1 exists in the case -where no ysir sf compatible 
Latin squares of side n- i is knoyG:n, that is when 3~--- I = ‘; 3. But a 
Room square of side 13 is already known @X [ 71). 
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